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I sometimes have quite a short memory, which is very handy when considering these last couple of weeks, as the weather has 
been glorious, therefore as far as I am concerned the summer of 2016 has been a scorcher and shall always be remembered so!!

It’s not just holiday makers that have swelled the population of the village this year, we  have been paid a visit by pirates too 
(argh walk the plank) who entertained everyone with their circus skills and antics! Did you also hear about the ‘felted cow’ on the 
loose? It was thankfully captured just in time for the Grantown Show, where various members of the village put on a spectacular 
show with loads of entires, others have been running walls, off to Peru, counting Caper and so much more, all inside this action 
packed issue.

As always don’t forget to let me know of anything you think should be included that’s been missed out, would be of interest to 
readers or might be new to the village, you can email any articles for inclusion on the address below (deadline for winter issue 11 
November). 
         All Articles & News: Cath Wright, Editor
         email: coppergreen@outlook.com
         2 Craig view, Deshar Road

BOG Standard is published by the Community Council, which appoints the Editor and underwrites the costs not covered by advertising. 
Articles published express the views of the authors and not the Council or Editor, unless otherwise stated.
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Tribute to George (Dodo) Keir 19.11.35 - 13.07.16

Dodo was born near Rothes in 1935, where his father worked as a railway guard. The 
family moved from Craigellachie to one of the railway houses in Boat of Garten in 1940. 
Readers of the BOG Standard may recall the series of articles Dodo wrote for the BOG 
Standard in 2011-12 in which he chronicled a history of Boat of Garten in 1940. It was 
a veritable Who’s Who of village residents, combined with items of history and some 
amusing stories. Such was his significance as an active member of our community that 
he was featured in the BOG Standard again in Spring 2014 when ‘In a conversation 
with Dodo’ he spoke about his childhood and passion for the Steam Railway. Although 
he started his working life in the local bakery, he finally achieved his dream job with 
the railway and moved to Knockando as Signalman. He quickly earned promotion and 
became responsible for teaching new signalmen and loved this aspect of his work.  He 
worked for the railway for 42 years, covering a total of 28 signal boxes spread from Blair 
Atholl to Culloden, Gollanfield to Kinloss, Forres and Elgin, and all the Speyside line 
Craigellachie, Boat of Garten and up to Forres. He returned from Knockando to Boat 
of Garten in 1962. In addition to his railway responsibilities he helped his brother with his handyman business and together they 
gained a reputation for their skills. Finally, in 2000 Dodo retired. 

Socially he was very active in the village, was a proficient badminton player and a committed member of the Golf Club. He was 
known to be a very helpful neighbour to those in need. After retirement it was not long before he and his close friend Freddie 

were scooped up by our local Showboaters Drama Group making scenery for their 
productions and sometimes featuring in them himself!  When the new community hall 
opened in 2007, its facilities provided even more scope for Dodo and Freddie’s practical 
and willing talents.  Dodo’s favourite set was the one made for The Steamie, closely 
followed by the one for Allo Allo. The Steamie took 14 weeks to build and anyone who 
remembers it will agree it was a truly professional piece of work. Dodo was a strong 
supporter of community hall events and was invaluable in all the work he did preparing 
for them. He was an expert in erecting the stage and all the other jobs that needed to be 
done.  He built a team around him and when his health began to fail, he was still there 
directing operations!  To celebrate his 80th birthday on November 2015, at a TOMS 
concert, the internationally renowned Tim Kliphuis Trio played Happy Birthday for him 
as TOMS made a presentation of his favourite whisky thanking him for his help with very 
single concert over the years.  Showboaters held a special birthday party in his honour, 
presenting him with a framed photo of his Steamie set. 

Whether in bereavement or personal illness, Dodo was always dignified, appreciative 
and uncomplaining. He had a gentle yet strong spirit, a lovely sense of humour, an 
honest and dependable friend, and always had good to say about others. During his 
final illness, Dodo remained optimistic and upbeat to the end, grateful for all the help 
and care he received from every quarter. He was undoubtedly a man who represented 
the ‘gentle’ in gentleman and was one of the best loved members of our community.  He 
will be missed.



A Conversation with Kate Johnson

By Cath Wright

Originally from Leicestershire, Kate and her husband Andy 
moved to Boat of Garten in 2014 on the hunt for ‘something 
different’ after 21 years as a teacher and many years of 
doing respite foster care, feeling it was a good time in their 
lives to make the move. Kate had many childhood holidays 
to the area and Andy even proposed to Kate on the shores 
of Loch Garten. They came to the village for a little ‘winter 
exploration’ in 2014 and saw the house they now call home 
for rent.

Kate soon started work as a supply teacher at Aviemore 
Primary School and in May 2016 she started full-time as an 
Additional Support Needs teacher.

In her spare time, she likes walking, bird and wildlife 
watching, crosswords, computer games and reading; in fact, 
she collects old children’s books from the 40-60’s especially 
‘The Chalet School’ series of approximately sixty school 
story novels by Elinor Brent-Dyer.

Ullapool is a favourite hideaway for Kate, they try to visit a 
couple of times a year, relaxing and bird watching, mainly 
looking for eagles and other raptors and just enjoying the 
outdoors. Before moving here Kate used to volunteer at 
Loch Garten between 1991 – 2002 for a few weeks at a time 
and so has a fascination with Ospreys too.

On a mission to meet new people and become part of the 
village Kate joined the SWRI and is now the secretary for 
Boat of Garten, she says the group members have such 
high standards it’s ideal to learn from and most importantly 
have fun! The couple also regularly attend the St Columbus 
Episcopal Church in Grantown on Spey.

Kate and Andy love to travel and even travelled across 
Europe for their honeymoon. She was in Berlin only a 
few months after the wall came down in 1989, whilst she 
was doing her A Levels and enjoyed meeting East German 
mothers and professors and hearing their experiences.

They have both recently returned from Normandy where 
she saw the exceptionally stunning Bayeux Tapestry. A visit 
to the Normandy Beaches however, did not have quite 
the ambiance you would associate with such a historical 
location - it was packed full with sunbathers and holiday 
makers enjoying the sunshine! The Bay of Somme Nature 
Reserve was far quieter and they got close views of White 
Stork, Spoonbills and Egrets.

The end of 2015 also saw Kate become one of our Community 
Councillors, an important role which also enables her to give 
something back to the village. As part of her appointment 
she overseas Milton Loch, partially inspired by her brother 
who is a forester and woodland manager and her own 
interest in the outdoors and wildlife. 

The Loch is a huge responsibility, with various projects 
already in the pipeline (read more about this on page 
16), but Kate is also enjoying researching the history of it 
and would welcome any photos or stories from when the 
woodland beside the loch was the village tip.
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The BSW sawmill gave a guided tour to members 
of the community council recently and other  

interested residents.   
It was much enjoyed by all and was very  

interesting. 



Parish Minister’s Letter

People on the go!

I have been struck this summer by the constant numbers of 
people, mainly those on holiday, who pass by our house on 
foot or by bike and who are enjoying Boat of Garten and the 
surrounding countryside.  Whatever time of year folk come, 
this is an idyllic area to visit and get to know, whether it’s 
the villages, steam trains, wild life, mountains, lochs, rivers, 
forests, walkways, - a welcome relief from the stresses and 
strains of life that are so common these days.  Wherever 
people come from we welcome them and hope they find 
peace and enrichment in what they do.  Many local folks too 
take the opportunity to be regularly out and about. That’s 
great.

Maybe you’re like me, though, in wanting to be out much 
more to appreciate the natural wonders of our area and to 
do it in such a way that exercises mind and body.   Mark 
Twain said .....“Twenty years from now you will be more 
disappointed by the things you didn’t do than by the ones 
you did do.  So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the 
safe harbour. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore. 
Dream. Discover.” 

And there’s the spiritual too.  Abraham, one of the key 
characters in the Old Testament, travelled extensively and 
was much exercised in faith at least! .  Hebrews 11: 8 says 
“When called, he obeyed and went out even though he 
did not know where he was going.”  It seems to me that he 
knew the presence and guidance of God throughout those 
challenging and hard years, and bore testimony to God’s 
love and faithfulness.  

Wherever we are, we can turn to Jesus Christ who is so loving 
and compassionate.  We can open up our hearts to Him and 
pray for Him to reveal Himself to us, to accompany us and to 
direct our path.  What joy and satisfaction. Another book in 
the Bible says “Trust in the Lord with all your heart; do not 
depend on your own understanding.  Seek His will in all you 
do, and He will show you which path to take.” (Proverbs 3: 
5-6)

With all good wishes,

Donald Walker
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Church Matters

Did you know that a South American giant anteater eats 
more than 30,000 ants a day…? That in an average lifetime, 
a person will walk the equivalent of three times around 
the world…. or that soldiers avoid marching in step when 
walking across some bridges, to avoid setting up a vibration 
which could destabilize it…...??? Just a few quirky facts 
that illustrate the fact that lots of “wee things” in life can 
accumulate and give rise to some really “big things.” 

I was reminded of this recently when I read an article in a 
magazine that comes to me from a Christian charity called 
Compassion UK which works to bring children out of the 
kind of poverty which means they get no education or 
health care, no adequate nutrition or safe water to drink.

Around the world, 31 million girls are out working ~ fetching 
wood or water, herding cattle or doing other work, when in 
our own country, we’d expect them to be safe and getting a 
decent education at school.

According to UNICEF figures, 22,000 children die every day 
because of poverty. And these facts and figures are nothing 
new to us because we’ve been seeing the graphic images on 
our TVs and in newspapers for as long as we can remember.

But when they’re given the right opportunities, children 
can grow into adults who will make real and lasting changes 
in their communities. The older members of our own 
community in Boat of Garten can see that principle being 
worked out on their own doorsteps as some of our local, 
extremely capable younger folk work in very productive 
and responsible positions in businesses and enterprises, 
developing and enriching the lives of residents and visitors 
alike. (You know who you are, lads and lasses….!)

In conjunction with Compassion UK, at St Columba’s we 
sponsor a young man in Peru called Brayan, and the small 
amounts that each of us gives week by week accumulate to 
provide him with the kind of support that can make a real 
difference to him, his family and his community.

This support was initiated within our Sunday School many 
years ago by Janice Rosenfield and carried on faithfully by 
the late Mary Clark, and we’re grateful for their efforts ~ 
as well as for the opportunities that we have ourselves ~ 
to make a difference 
by joining together 
in “wee ways” so 
that “big things” 
can bless the lives 
of others who don’t 
have access to the 
many things that we 
ourselves enjoy most 
days of our lives.

Blessings,

Sheila Wallace

Church Guild News

The ladies of the Guild have been raising money for “Lets Build a House 
in Nepal” to help remote communities rebuild after the earthquake.  A 
very successful Strawberry Afternoon Tea was held in the church hall, 
which was enjoyed by local people and visitors alike. This, together 
with a fundraiser collecting 20p coins in Smartie tubes, raised the 
tremendous sum of £505. Thank you to everyone for their support. 
 
New session commences on Mon Sept 12th at 7.30pm. The speaker 
will be Bill Steele, Convener of the Social Care Council. The Church 
of Scotland’s Social Care Council carries out it’s work under the 
name of Crossreach and it aims to support and provide services for 
the elderly, children, families and those with learning difficulties. 
The meetings thereafter take place on the second Monday of the 
month. Guild Syllabus will be available in September.
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Letter from Fergus Ewing MSP 

Forestry and freedom.

My late uncle David Woodburn served in the Second World War, but was captured and imprisoned 
in the infamous Japanese Prisoner of War Camp - Changi. Unlike many of his compatriots, he 
survived that awful experience and after the war, he eventually returned home to Scotland.

His wee sister, my mother Winnie, was still a teenager when he arrived home.  Perhaps because 
the experiences he suffered and saw at Changi were so brutal, he rarely if ever spoke of them 
to his family.   One of the few snippets of information he did share, was that to keep himself 
occupied, he and other prisoners of war taught themselves how to play chess, fashioning the 
pieces out of sticks of wood.

On his return to Scotland, he soon married a girl from Inverness and began work there for the Forestry Commission, where 
he spent all his working life, rising to attain a post just below that of Conservator. Perhaps he enjoyed the sense of freedom of 
working in the outdoors and our countryside after his long incarceration.

Now, as Cabinet Secretary for Rural Economy his nephew is in overall charge of our forestry policy - in a sense, carrying on his 
stewardship. After all, he and all of those in “the forestry” have bequeathed a rich legacy to us today.

Strathspey is rich in forestry and Boat is home to one of the major sawmills in Scotland. The whole sector is vital to our rural 
economy.   It is particularly so in the North of Scotland, with James Jones in Forres, Gordons in Nairn, and Norbord at Dalcross, 
to name but a few. But the sector, worth over a billion pounds a year to Scotland, needs more timber than we have been 
producing. A recent WWF report highlighted that the UK currently imports 60% of the wood we need, but that will rise to 80% 
by 2050 unless steps are taken now to increase planting and restocking. That is why the SNP is committed to planting 10,000 
hectares of trees every year until 2022. Our target is significantly more ambitious than the UK Government’s planned planting 
for England and Wales but it is crucial that we meet it and do so in the right way.

So, a big task lies ahead, one that I relish and of course there are a great many people from whom advice is being sought and 
obtained.   But even so, in carrying it out, I wish that I could speak to uncle David, and ask what he would have done, what should 
be done, and how.

I can however envision him crystal clear now in my mind’s eye, chuckling and answering:  “Just get on with it.”

Gin and “Lego”

Both Fiona and Natasha have been getting on with it over the summer - submitting between them several entries for the 
Grantown Show and with much success.  Our wee one, Natasha (8), produced (entirely herself), a “Natashistic” castle made 
out of inter alia, old shoe boxes and plastic milk bottles and straws such a creation was entitled “environmental Lego.” My view, 
that it simply took up a lot of room in the house was rightly ignored. She was awarded the first prize. So too did Fiona’s home 
distilled Damson Gin! Supping the gin, whilst further contemplating the green Lego - I can testify: they are deserved winners! 

I hold regular monthly surgeries at Grantown, Nairn and Inverness and can be contacted directly on  
Fergus.Ewing.msp@parliament.scot or through my staff at Inverness 01463 713004
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Fergus

NEWS JUST IN

Local police hunting 
the ‘knitting needle 

nutter’, who has 
stabbed six people in 
the rear in the last 
48 hours, believe 
the attacker could 
be following some 
kind of pattern!!
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Over a year as your MP - Drew Hendry

It’s now over a year since I took up my position as your MP and what a year it has been. Here 
and in Westminster I have been very busy working on your behalf across all of the priorities that 
I promised to take forward during the election. 

Over this past year, a great many of you have been in touch seeking my assistance with issues you 
are having, often when there is nowhere else to turn. In many cases we have been able to help 
you get positive results, including with disability support, driving licences, immigration queries 
and housing. I will always campaign for change, fairness and sometimes just common sense even 
when exhausting all avenues, it seems we are unable to get the desired result.

In my first year I made nearly 200 speeches and interventions on your behalf in the commons, 
taking forward the issues you told me were important to you.   

Often issues that affect people here are also impacting on people in other areas – none more so when the UK Government tried 
to cut working tax credits. These cuts would have significantly reduced the income of over 3000 families in this constituency. 
Working with colleagues in the parliament and, most importantly, the public we helped to bring about the U-turn on working 
tax credit cuts. 

Similarly, you told me that you were fed up with unfair delivery charges so, as your MP, I gained cross party support to take a bill 
to parliament on this very issue. It is the first time a Highland MP has taken forward such a bill and I will continue to work with 
politicians of all parties to press the UK Government to take action on these scandalous surcharges. 

Sometimes delivering the best results for our constituency means finding agreement from unlikely sources so I have continued, as 
I did in the council, to engage across the political divide. Working this way ensured I gained agreement from the UK Government 
and Ofcom for you to have the right to switch or cancel your mobile phone contract if you are not getting the service you should 
and I look forward to seeing this come a reality through legislation. I know that this is an issue of particular relevance to your 
community given the poor mobile coverage you have to contend with on a daily basis. 

Indeed, mobile and broadband connectivity remain key issues on my agenda. Good internet and mobile connectivity improves 
all of our lives, it helps us stay connected with families’, lets us enjoy our music, favourite TV programmes and do our shopping. 
It improves the way we run businesses, allows us to provide medical services across the area. This UK Government has it within 
its gift to stop the cycle of rural communities always been at the back of the queue for mobile technology roll out and I have 
been calling on them to take decisive action.

The current mobile coverage licencing regime allows mobile companies to reap the commercial benefits of the large urban areas 
at the expense of rural communities. The UK Government could end this cycle by ensuring that future technology licences are 
drawn up to specify that rural communities have priority for the role out of new provision. They have the opportunity – now - 
to ensure that the mistakes of the past are not repeated. As your MP and as chair of the All Party Parliamentary Group on the 
Digital Economy I will continue to push them to do right by our rural communities. 

I also regularly meet with network providers and other organisations to progress developments and I will continue to press for 
improved coverage.  Patchy 3G service in some areas and none in many others is just not good enough. I am always keen to hear 
about your connectivity issues in order that I can raise specific issues with mobile and broadband providers  

There have been many more opportunities and issues that I am working for you on, both locally and in Parliament and I am 
committed to continue to work hard every day to support you. Please do let me know if there is any matter you wish for me to 
take up on your behalf or for your community. 

I also hold regular surgeries across the entire constituency and you will find details of forthcoming surgeries on my website www.
drewhendrymp.scot my email address is drew.hendry.mp@parliament.uk and postal address 110 Church Street, Inverness, IV1 
1EP

Drew
Public Meeting

The Boat of Garten Community Company and the Community Council would like to invite 
you to a public meeting at the Community Hall on Tuesday 1st November @ 7pm.  

This is to discuss an exciting new project for the village : a community art  
project/sculpture which would enhance the proposed new All Abilities Path, the path 

already being at the development stage.  
Please do come and hear our proposals before they are finalised.
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Community Broadband

By Brian Tolson

I’m sure that most people will be aware that a contract was 
let to BT under the Digital Scotland Superfast Broadband 
(DSSB) programme that is a contract between the Scottish 
Government, Highlands and Islands Enterprise (the 
managing authority) and BT to provide access to fibre 
broadband to the majority of premises not already covered 
by any commercial roll out. The contract expires at the end 
of this year by which time it is expected to have connected 
over 80% of the homes and businesses in the Highlands and 
Islands. The postcodes covered by the BT programme are 
known as “black” postcodes. Boat of Garten has benefited 
from this roll out to the extent of one live connection in the 
village itself and BT have applied for planning permission for 
two further “cabinets” (junction boxes) one of which will be 
at Drumuille alongside the A95.

However, that, of course, means that something less than 
20% of premises will still not receive improved broadband 
capability by the end of this year. To address this, issue a group 
comprising Community bodies, The Cairngorm Business 
Partnership, CNPA and Estates Scotland have been meeting 
at regular intervals to come up with workable solutions to 
the problem. The main facilitators for the meetings have 
been CNPA and Community Broadband Scotland (CBS). CBS 
are a Scottish Government funded organisation which offers 
advice, guidance and financial support to communities 
across Scotland to enable them to pursue community led 
broadband solutions. Funding for such initiatives is from the 
EU. 

After much discussion, it has been decided to develop an 
“aggregated” solution across the National Park. What 
this means is that rather than focussing on any individual 
community, it will bring together a number of communities 
in one large project. Above all, this solution brings significant 
ecconomies of scale making the project more attractive to 
commercial providers.

It has been decided to form a Company – Company limited 
by Guarantee and registered as a charity – to be known a 
Cairngorm Community Broadband (CCB) to take the project 
forward.  I will not go into all the why’s and wherefores 
of choosing this solution but suffice to say that, of all the 
potential structures available, this one gives the best 
solution in terms of community involvement, financial 
stability and operating potential. We are currently in the 
throes of finalising the Articles of Association for CCB (within 
the next few days as I write this) and then we will apply for 
approval and for the relevant charitable status. We would 
hope to have the CCB fully established and up and running 
during November.

But what will this Company actually do? It has long term 
objectives to maximise the effects of improved digital 
connectivity across the National Park but, in the shorter term 
its sole focus will be the delivery of improved broadband 
capability to what are known as “white” postcodes. These 
are postcodes where there are no plans, under the BT 
initiative, to provide fibre coverage. We are still awaiting 
a finalised list of these postcodes simply because BT are 

actually connecting more premises than they contracted to. 
CCB will be seeking tenders to deploy superfast broadband 
across these “white” postcodes in the next few months. 
What I cannot tell you is what technology – or technologies 
– will be used as that will be for the contractors to advise 
and CCB to approve. Price points for this service will be 
“comparable with market rates” and we would expect the 
first connections, within the National Park, to take place in 
Autumn of 2017.

I would add one further comment before closing. Membership 
of CCB will be open to all, individuals, community groups 
and businesses. I hope that when the Company is live as 
many people as possible will become members and become 
involved. We seek a community led solution for the benefit 
of all communities. Without your involvement this will not 
happen.

By the time I next write for BOG Standard, CCB should 
be established and it is the intention to visit as many 
communities as possible, introduce ourselves and our plans 
and gain input and feedback from the people involved.

THE SCOTTISH CARAVAN CLUB 
RETURN TO BOAT OF GARTEN PLAYING FIELD

9-16 October 2016
They are a friendly and responsible group of people. Please 

make them welcome. There could be about 16 caravans parked 
around the side of the field. Some will be there all week, others 

just for the weekend.
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attend, including a few holidaymakers who enjoyed having 
somewhere to dress up for and dance. We can organise 
transport to suit individual need. Our next event is on Friday 
26 August, in Grantown Legion, followed by Kincraig Village 
Hall, on Friday 30 September. If you can’t come along but 
would like to contribute, we are always grateful for home 
baking, sandwiches or Raffle prizes.

Once a month our Lunch Bunch visit Andersons Restaurant, 
in Boat of Garten, for a special priced group lunch – 3 courses 
for £10. This group has grown each month, so that in July we 
had 20 sitting down to lunch together!

People who are lonely or isolated may benefit from our 
Befriending project, Here 2 Help and can be referred by 
family, friends, healthcare professionals or self refer. They 
will be paired up with a volunteer Befriender who will visit 
them on an arranged basis, supported by our Befriending 
Coordinator.

At BSCTC we welcome new volunteers and have a variety 
of opportunities, including Driving for the Car Scheme, 
Telephonists, Befriending, Shopping Assistant, Musicians, 
Bakers, Passenger Assistants, Minibus Drivers. We provide 
free training for volunteers to support them in their various 
roles. Recently we have had 2 teenagers volunteering with 
us as part of work placement and to accumulate hours for 
their Saltire Awards. Whatever your need and however 
much time you have, we will have a volunteering role to suit. 
Volunteers gain a great sense of self worth and satisfaction 
in helping others, as well as getting to know more people in 
their local communities. Why not give it a go? At present we 
have people in need of assistance in Boat of Garten, some are 
on a waiting list for a Befriender and others need transport 
help, so we need more Car Scheme drivers and Befrienders, 
based in or near Boat of Garten. To find out more about any 
of the above or to register as a client or volunteer, please call 
Ros on 01479 810004 or email ros@ct4u.co.uk. Take a look 
at our website www.ct4u.co.uk or find us on Facebook.

The Badenoch & Strathspey Community Transport Company 
(BSCTC) has lots to offer the people of Boat of Garten and 
Badenoch & Strathspey. Yes, we are transport orientated, 
but we also do much more to increase social connections 
and decrease loneliness and isolation for the people we 
serve.

We operate an on demand accessible transport service, linking 
the communities of Badenoch & Strathspey. Boat of Garten 
residents can access this service Mondays, Wednesdays and 
Fridays. Use your Scottish National Entitlement Card (bus 
pass) and travel free, between Aviemore, Boat of Garten, 
Carrbridge and Cairngorm, Mondays and Fridays. Why not 
take a trip from Boat of Garten to Grantown, via Nethybridge, 
on Wednesdays?

The Community Car Scheme was set up primarily as a 
transport link, to get people to other transport hubs, but 
a need for more was identified. Volunteer drivers use their 
own vehicles to transport people to and from services and 
social engagements. It is a low cost service for clients and 
provides door to door transport. To use the service, people 
must register with us and then we have a dedicated phone 
line for bookings. Drivers picked up hints of loneliness and 
noticed that some clients needed assistance to shop, so the 
Assisted Shopping and Music Afternoon projects were born.

Every week we have volunteers in place to help people shop 
in Grantown and Aviemore. The group in Grantown meets on 
Tuesday mornings, at the Co-op and then they have morning 
tea/lunch together at a local restaurant. In Aviemore, we all 
meet at the local Tesco store on Thursday mornings. We use 
our accessible vehicles, driven by volunteers, and local taxis 
to transport the shoppers. There is a team of volunteers 
providing one to one support for some clients and checkout 
help only for others. These groups include people with 
various disabilities, requiring closer care and also have others 
using the service on a temporary basis, because of injury or 
illness - recently, a lady with 2 broken ankles! We provide a 
wheelchair to get this lady in and out of her home and round 
the store, operated by fully trained volunteers. Our drivers 
help carry shopping once back at home and share friendly 
conversation.

On the last Friday of each month (not December) we 
host a Music Afternoon/Ceilidh, in venues in Grantown, 
Aviemore, Kincraig and Newtonmore. There is an excellent 
afternoon tea, provided by volunteer bakers and sandwich 
makers, for the small charge of £2.00. Volunteer musicians 
provide entertainment, for people to dance or sing along to. 
Others tell stories or sing. It is a lively afternoon and much 
enjoyed by all who attend. We recently had a new attendee 
from Boat of Garten who said he was very impressed and 
had thoroughly enjoyed his afternoon and would look 
forward to coming to the next one! This is how it tends to 
be for some, they may be reluctant at first, but once there, 
they are hooked. We welcome anyone who wishes to 

Be social with Boat of Garten!!  
We are on Twitter @boatofgarten

You can also follow us on various  
Facebook pages; Boat of Garten (BoatofGarten), 
Boat of Garten Community Hall and also 
RSPB Community Ranger; Abernethy, Nethy 
bridge and Boat of Garten.
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Delivering to you the client:
! Planning to Completion on New Build, 

Extensions and Renovations
! Eco Friendly Specifications
! Timber Frame Manufacturer
! General Building Maintenance & Repair
! Replacement Windows, Doors and Stairs
! Kitchen Showroom & Full Time Designer
! Value for Money

Tel: 01479 872818
or vist our website 
www.awlaing.co.uk

Established in 1921



Another Step on the Wall

By Pete Wright

Over 110,000 steps actually. For regular BOG Standard 
readers you might recall my plans to run Hadrians Wall, from 
Carlise to Newcaste/Gateshead on 18th June, well I’ve only 
gone and done it!  

It’s not everyone’s cup 
of tea true, but the 
sense of achievement 
was huge! I wasn’t sure 
if I was actually able to 
complete this challenge 
- 69 miles in a day is a 
long way, lots of time 
for odd thoughts to 
pop into your head and 
convince you you not 
be going to make it!

As for the event itself 
the route was fantastic, 
passing history at 

every turn and views to challenge our very own in Boat of 
Garten.  The support from spectators and supporters was 
unbelievable and to top it off the weather was kind... In the 
past they have had to battle with torrential rain and high 
winds. 

The training paid off; running in the woods in the dark 
helped with the night sections of the run, eating the right 
food and focusing on the goal kept me going when the going 
got tough. 

The run itself was full of highlights, leaving on mass from 
Carlisle Castle, the scenery in the Northumbria National 
Park, the people I met along the way but nothing felt better 
than crossing the Millennium bridge and hearing Cath (my 
wife and amazing support crew) cheering me on... I must 
have got something in my eye at that point... me cry?!

So, a huge thank you for everyone who wished me well and 
sponsored me.  It really makes a difference.  

What’s next?  It will have to be pretty special to beat The 
Wall. 

If you, or your company would like to sponsor me you can 
visit my just giving page at 
www.justgiving.com/petethewall
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Lucky2BHere have helped many communities 
across Badenoch and Strathspey to install  

defibrillators and train local residents to use 
them.Several people in Boat of Garten have 

been raising funds to have a machine installed in 
the village. It is now over to the residents of the 

village to get further behind the project  

Are you interested in any of the following?
- attending a training event for using the  

machines and general first aid
- keeping an eye on the machine to make sure 

it’s not been tampered with
- helping with the installation (it needs an  

electric feed to stop it freezing up during the 
winter months.)

Some locations to install the machine are being 
looked into but the aim is to have it as central as 

possible

Please get in touch with Pete  
pete.aviemore@gmail.com if you are interested 
in any of the above or if you wish to donate to 

Lucky2bhere



Loneliness and Isolation on the Increase in the Highlands

Befrienders Highland Ltd (BHL) has announced that loneliness and isolation are sadly on 
the increase in the Highland area.

In the past 12 months BHL coordinators have had over a 60% increase in the number of 
people who are referred for 1-1 supported volunteer befriending. They have been battling 
to recruit and train enough people to match with those referred and are urgently needing 
the help of local communities if this situation is to be resolved. 

Befrienders Highland has been providing 1-1 supported volunteer befriending services 
across the Highlands, to people who are lonely and isolated as a consequence of mental ill 
health or those affected by dementia, for many years.  These powerful friendships, offered through face to face social meetings 
(Inverness and Nairn) or by phone, letter and email across the wider Highlands, have been a lifeline for over 650 people who 
have benefited from the regular weekly social contact. Coordinator Alan Duncan, states that “we have a team of amazing 
volunteers whose friendship successfully helps to increase people’s self-confidence and helps them to once again feel valued 
members of their local communities and to feel they once again belong and have something worthwhile to offer.  Over the 
years we have seen incredible transformations in people simply because of the power of friendship offered by our volunteers.  
The effects of friendship can never be underestimated”.  

Coordinator Sally Mackintosh says “we have a wonderful team of trained and experienced volunteers who give up an hour or 
so of their time once a week for engaging in social activity with someone who values their friendship.  However, in order to 
meet this enormous increase in referrals we urgently need to recruit and train new volunteers.  We need people aged 25+ to 
offer an hour a week.  We will provide training and ongoing support and just need people to be a friend to someone and enjoy 
their company by meeting up or on the phone”.  

For further information please contact: 01463 235675 and speak to Alan or Sally or  
email: distance@befriendershighland.org.uk
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Golf Club Family Fortnight of Tennis and Golf
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Community Council 
meeting dates

Monday 5th September 7pm 
Monday 17th October 7pm

Monday 28th November 7pm 
(November to be attended by  
William Gray Construction Ltd  

regarding progress on the housing 
site)

Guided Walks Thursdays  
September 15, 22, 29 

October 6, 13, 20
November Goose Roost Watch 

(date to be confirmed - depends on 
the geese!) 

December Christmas crafts at Loch 
Garten (date to be confirmed)

Friday 2nd Dec 
 Our annual celebration of  St An-
drew with an evening of all things 
Scottish, mainly music and whisky, 
fun and games, in the Community 

Hall.  Watch the village notice 
board for more details.
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New Film Season!!

The new season of Northern Lights Film Society begins on 22 September. The films are shown in 
Glenmore Lodge and members meet in the bar afterwards to chat about the films. 

This year’s films include some old and new along with a smattering of foreign films, all chosen by 
members. At the end of the year we have a draw for the films and 12 lucky members will go home 
with one of the films. 

Membership is £40 for 12 films with nothing else to pay, or £25 for a half season either leading up 
to Christmas or after Christmas. The club is very informal and we welcome old friends and new 
and hope that we will have a full house to enjoy such gems as Suffragette and Florence Foster Jen-
kins . To contact the club just visit the website www.nothernlights.btck.co.uk  or phone  
membership secretary Isy on 01479 831517.

Boat of Garten and Kincardine Churches

Events and Services September – November 2016 for the BoG Standard

Weekly Sunday Worship  10am St Columba’s Church, Boat of Garten.  Everyone always welcome

Sunday 4 September 10am  Worship Service

Sunday 4 September  1.30–3.30pm Picnic at Loch Mallachie – ecumenical gathering organized by Unite

Monday 5 September 3.30 – 4.30pm  Ospreys Play and Pray for 4 to 8-year old’s. Boat of Garten Church Hall

Tuesday 6 September 12.30pm  Soup & Sandwich Lunch. Boat of Garten Church Hall. All welcome

Sunday 11 September 6pm  Reflective Worship Service. Kincardine Church. All welcome

Tuesday 13 September  10am  Congregational Prayer Time. BoG Church Guild Room. All welcome

Monday 3 October 3.30 – 4.30pm  Ospreys Play and Pray for 4 to 8-year old’s. Boat of Garten Church Hall

Tuesday 4 October 12.30pm  Soup & Sandwich Lunch. Boat of Garten Church Hall. All welcome
  
Sunday 9 October 10.30am  Joint Boat of Garten & Duthil service in Duthil Church, Carrbridge
     (no service in Boat of Garten Church)

Sunday 9 October 6pm  Reflective Worship Service.   Kincardine Church. All welcome

Tuesday 11 October  10am  Congregational Prayer Time.  BoG Church Guild Room. All welcome

Thursday 27 October  7pm  Men’s Night at Anderson’s Restaurant organized by Unite Group

Sunday 30 October  10am  Harvest Thanksgiving worship service. Boat of Garten Church.

Monday 7 November 3.30 – 4.30pm  Ospreys Play and Pray for 4 to 8-year old’s. Boat of Garten Church Hall

Tuesday 8 November  10am  Congregational Prayer Time. BoG Church Guild Room. All welcome

Sunday 13 November  6pm  Reflective Remembrance Service.  Kincardine Church. All welcome
 

Everyone is warmly invited to come and join us for any or for all of our services and events

The usual time of Sunday morning services in Boat of Garten Church is 10am. The exception is 9 October
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Living with Capercaillie: 
experiences from Boat of Garten

Dr. Katrina Brown, social scientist at 
the James Hutton Institute, reports 
back on the findings of her study 
of experiences of dogwalking 
at Boat of Garten since the 
implementation of measures 
for Capercaillie conservation.  
Here she explains some of the 
factors that make it harder or easier 
for humans and endangered species to share 
space.

Meeting the needs of people and birds 

Throughout the world there are major challenges associated 
with living cheek by jowl with endangered or protected 
wildlife.  Just think of wolves in Norway, tigers in India or 
lions in Africa.  Thankfully there is nothing wanting to 
eat us or our animals in Deshar woods, but meeting the 
needs of people using the woods for recreation whilst also 
helping to sustain a supportive environment for endangered 
capercaillie  is increasingly seen as a challenge.  Disturbance 
to capercaillie from recreation, particularly recreation with 
dogs, is asserted in the Park’s Capercaillie Framework  as 
one of a number of factors (including climate, predation and 
lack of suitable habitat) bringing the bird perilously close 
to becoming extinct in the UK.  Yet people need to exercise 
their dogs, and the woods adjacent to Boat of Garten are a 
well-established, easily accessible and attractive place to go 
walking. 

The need for new housing in Boat added urgency to 
addressing the question of how to meet the needs of 
people and capercaillie.  In 2012 the Park consulted the 
community and instigated measures to reduce disturbance 
to capercaillie from dogwalking in Deshar woods.  Signs 
were put up to mark areas that were particularly sensitive 
for the birds (map signs at the main entry points, and blue 
signs on the boundary to the sensitive area asking people to 
put dogs on leads, see photos) and a ranger was employed.  

The Research

These new measures in Deshar 
woods a good case study for 
research taking place under the 
‘Vibrant Rural Communities’ 
theme of the Scottish 
Government’s Food, Land and 
People Programme, 2011-2016, 
since the funder wanted to better 
understand how to meet multiple 
land use objectives, what worked 
well and not so well.  Here this 
meant understanding people’s 

actual experiences of dogwalking and how such measures 
shape those experiences, using an in-depth qualitative 
approach.
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The BOG Dog BlogScavenging by the loch

By Kate Johnson

A dozen children, and more adults, gathered at the Milton 
Loch woodland to scavenge for different things from around 
the area.  These were then added together to make a 
picture; natural and immediate art.  Some things were easy 
to find - something yellow, something grey.  Others were 
less easy - something soft, something hollow.  And some 
were easy but not pleasant to carry back!  Something wet 
and something squishy were good examples of that.  One 
enterprising grandfather added a slug to the picture as black 
and squishy but the slug was not keen to be part of our art 
work and after a cursory look at the raspberries, it moved 
remarkably quickly off the table.  It was great fun and gave 
people the opportunity to explore the area.  Many thanks 
to Alison Greggans for organising it.  Our joint contributions 
made a lovely and creative picture and as you can see from 
the photo (go on, use your imagination and squint a bit) 
the head, neck and body of a heron appeared.  This was 
followed by a picnic and we were able to enjoy it despite the 
odd sharp shower.  

The event was part of a celebration of the work that 
has been carried out around the woodland recently and 
launched the new map and table by the pond dipping area.  
This table means that children (and adults) can use the chart 
to identify what they have found and the magnifying glass to 
see it better.  A glass or two were raised to the completion 
of the project made possible by a grant from the forestry 
commission.  Children went on to dip in the edge of the loch 
and found many mini beasts to identify.  

Finally, a token of appreciation was given to Billy Richardson 
as a thank you for all the work he has done looking after the 
loch.  He will be training up new volunteers to clear reeds, 
look after the sluice gate etc so if you are feeling like a new 
challenge this Autumn, please get in touch!
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So, since 2012, my colleagues, Esther and Petra, and myself 
have spoken to many of you – residents and regular and 
occasional visitors, and have accompanied a number of 
you on your dogwalks.  You have generously shared your 
experiences of dogwalking (and of running and biking with 
dogs) in these woods and how the measures have shaped 
those experiences.  

It was clear that Deshar woods play an extremely 
important role in the lives of dogwalkers, socially and 
for physical and mental health. We found that generally 
dogwalkers regularly made big efforts for their outings to 
be as positive as possible, socially and environmentally.   
We also found that there was a range of reasons that made it 
easier or harder for dogwalkers to meet the requests of the 
capercaillie measures.  

What makes it easier to share space with capercaillie?

Measures require little compromise trade-off: Some users 
didn’t need to use the ‘sensitive’ part of woods much or 
kept their dog on a lead anyway, or alternative routes 
adequately met the needs of both dog and human.  But this 
was rare.  For most users the requested behaviour change is 
a sacrifice, curtailing where they want to go and the quality 
of experience for people and/or dogs.

Giving ecological or economic value to capercaillie: Some 
people are motivated to look after the ecology of the woods 
either because of holding strong environmental values 
generally or because they recognise particular species bring 
in economic benefits for the area.

Being constructively reminded of capercaillie presence: 
Because capercaillie are very hidden in the landscape, 
people found it easier to keep them in mind when they were 
reminded in a positive way of their presence (preferring the 
presence of the wooden capercaillie sculpture, for example, 
rather than signs telling them what to do).

Interactivity and ease of dog-human relationship: For 
some people, the direct interaction with the dog that was 
necessary at times was not always a source of pleasure (e.g. 
if their dog was tugging on the lead or if they just want to 
de-stress and be alone with their thoughts), whilst for others 
developing dog handling skills was a central part of the joy 
of the outing.  The latter found keeping to the management 
requests made less of a dent in their quality of experience.

Ranger presence: A number of people found the ranger a 
useful source of information about wildlife and how to 
support it.

What makes it harder to share space with capercaillie?

Lack of genuine alternative routes: Many people felt that 
keeping to management requests meant that their needs 
(or those of their dog) were not met.  Although some 
alternative routes were provided, there was a mismatch 
between route features needed and provided e.g. character 
of the landscape, character of the trail, route length, route 
remoteness, and routes where you could hope to meet or 
avoid other people (or dogs).

Ineffective or unclear signage: Most people found the 
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comes from a sense that the bird doesn’t ‘belong’ to ordinary 
people but rather to lairds or birders. 

Lack of scientific legitimacy

Some people were not convinced that there was enough 
knowledge about capercaillie to justify ‘picking on’ recreation 
more than other factors affecting the birds.

Out of sight, out of mind

Capercaillie are not very visible in the landscape.  The harm 
dogs can do to capercaillie is also not very visible (e.g. 
people were particularly moved to learn about the dangers 
of hens and chicks becoming separated – yet this would be 
impossible to see on the ground, and female birds and chicks 
rarely feature in communications about capercaillie).

Capercaillie not acting as if they are ‘sensitive’: Male birds can 
at times be very bold and aggressive – and are often reported 
as such in the press, which is the main way capercaillie are 
visible to people – which makes it difficult to be convinced 
that the birds are actually ‘sensitive’ to disturbance.

Lessons for management

From this we can identify ways in which people 
and capercaillie can be helped to better co-exist.   
These include: 

• Making a better case for why management measures 
are important: More knowledge, openness and public 
participation regarding capercaillie, why they are important 
and how they can be harmed;

• Greater clarity (and, for some,  being more specific) in the 
what, where and when being asked of people;

• Alternative routes that genuinely meet the needs of diverse 
dogwalkers (including those who need longer routes, want 
to run or bike, want somewhere that feels remote or where 
they are not likely to encounter other people and dogs);

• Support could be provided for people and dogs to develop 
their skills, such as through training opportunities or 
infrastructure.

If anyone has questions or would like to be informed of the 
academic work relating to this project, please get in touch: 
katrina.brown@hutton.ac.uk
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Grantown Show Entries

2016 was an outstanding year with over 800 
entires into the show and the residents of 
Boat of Garten did not fail to impress! 

Now in their fourth year, the ‘Pride of the 
Park’ awards showcase the best of farming, 
equestrian and domestic science in the 
National Park. We are pleased to report that 
Gemma Mcintosh jointly won the Sheep 
Rosette and Val Inglis won the Domestic 
Rosette for her ‘felted cow’!

The younger members also did well with 
both Lilly Ormiston and Charlotte Morrison 
winning special awards for most points 
awarded in their age group.

Don’t forget 
to contact 

Jackie Wilson 
if you would 

like to  
advertise or 
sponsor our 
next issue!

jack.ian@btinternet.com
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Health Walks

The Health Walk continues to meet together each week at 1.30 every Wednesday at the gate of the Community Garden. 
Recently we said farewell to Muriel Wilson, one of our very regular members, as she was moving to live closer to family in  
Linlithgow. We will miss Muriel and hope she finds a similar group to join there.

Our outing this summer is a bit different – we have arranged to go to Perth for the day, accepting a lovely invitation from Mina 
Johnson. Mina lives beside the Inches and we plan to have a nice walk there and then go to her new home for lunch before re-
turning by bus to Aviemore.

We are a sociable group – do join us for a walk of up to an hour depending on the weather and the needs of the group.

Anne Goodall   831 562                     Liz Johnstone    831 166                                Britt Taylor   831 060 

Staff Charitable Group Grant 

Please find details of how groups can apply for small grants from the Staff Charitable Group to experience 
the Park here www.cairngorms.co.uk/park-authority/funding/staff-charitable-group  
Deadline for letter apply for funds is the 30th of September.

Would you like to advertise in the next Bog Standard?
Quarter page, half page and issue sponsorship available
Email Jackie Wilson on jack.ian@btinternet.com to book
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   The Osprey Music Society at Boat of Garten Community Hall 

                Programme 2016 - 2017 
 

THURSDAY 6 OCTOBER 2016                                  SCOTTISH ENSEMBLE SEXTET 
Six Scottish Ensemble string players led by Jonathan Morton 
Strauss: Brahms: Schoenberg 
Ticket Prices:  £14 members:  £16 non-members:  £5 students:  School pupils - comp 
 
 
SATURDAY 12 NOVEMBER 2016      LONDON FESTIVAL OPERA QUARTET                 
Philip Blake-Jones will lead a Quartet of singers from the prestigious London Festival Opera 
‘A Night at the Opera’, featuring Handel, Mozart, Rossini, Verdi, Bizet and Puccini – plus 
pieces from the lighter repertoire of Offenbach and Gilbert & Sullivan. 
Ticket Prices:  £14 members:  £16 non-members:  £5 students:  School pupils - comp 
 
 
SATURDAY 10 DECEMBER 2016         SCO WIND SEXTET 
Maximiliano Martín & William Stafford – clarinet:  Peter Whelan & Alison Green – bassoon: 
Alec Frank-Gemmill & Harry Johnstone - horn 
Mozart: Poulenc: Seiber: Beethoven 
Ticket Prices:  £14 members:  £16 non-members:  £5 students:  School pupils - comp 
 
 
SATURDAY 21 JANUARY 2017                               QUATTRO MacJAZZ 
Dixieland Jazz Quartet - Forrie Cairns – Clarinet: Lennie Herd – Trumpet:  
Alastair McDonald – Banjo: Roy Percy – Double Bass 
An evening of gospel and hot jazz from the Dixieland Jazz era 
Ticket Prices:  £12 members:  £14 non-members:  £5 students:  School pupils - comp 
 
 
SUNDAY 26 FEBRUARY 2017        PIATTI STRING QUARTET 
Nathaniel Anderson-Frank – violin: Michael Trainor – violin: David Wigram – viola:   
Jessie-Ann Richardson – cello 
Brahms: Britten: Beethoven  
Ticket Prices:  £13 members:  £15 non-members:  £5 students:  School pupils - comp 
 
 
SUNDAY 2 APRIL 2017               JONATHAN FOURNEL with ANNE BELLA 
A return visit from Jonathan Fournel – piano, with Anne Bella - violin 
Chopin: Franck: Debussy: Schubert                                                                                                     
Ticket Prices:  £13 members:  £15 non-members:  £5 students:  School pupils - comp 
 
 
FRIDAY 5 MAY 2017                     TRIO APACHES 
Ashley Wass – piano:  Matthew Trusler – violin:  Thomas Carroll – cello  
Rossini: Mendelssohn: Beethoven: Ravel  
Ticket Prices:  £14 members:  £16 non-members:  £5 students:  School pupils - comp 
 
 
                                    ALL CONCERTS START AT 7.30pm 
For information on purchasing tickets, and membership please contact  
              Ann Napier 01479 831213   ann.nap@btinternet.com 
                                         
                                       Boat of Garten Community Company No: SC224956    Charity No: SCO32531 
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The Osprey Music Society at Boat of Garten 

 
         MEMBERSHIP 2016 - 2017 SEASON   

 
The annual Membership fee is £10 per person. 

 Members will benefit from £2 discount per ticket for each concert 
 
If you are currently a member and wish to renew your membership please send a cheque for 
the appropriate amount – there is no need to complete the form below. 
You will receive an e-mail confirmation of receipt of your cheque and your membership.   
 
If you are a new member, and have access to e-mail please complete the form below, and 
send it with a cheque. You will receive an e-mail confirmation of receipt of your cheque and 
your membership. 
 
Please make cheques payable to:  The Osprey Music Society, and send to: 
Ann Napier 
Blinkbonny 
Boat of Garten PH24 3BX 
 
PLEASE NOTE:    If you are sending a cheque for ticket purchases at the same time as a 
cheque for membership it is necessary to write two separate cheques.  Our accounting 
procedures require income from Membership fees to be distinct from income from ticket sales – 
so please, please keep them separate!  Thanks. 
 
The Osprey Music Society Committee 
Ian Gow     Music Chairman 
Ann Napier  Co-ordinator   
Anna Barton  
Alison Fielding  
David Goodall 
Anne Goodall 
Brenda Hughes   
Marion MacCormick 
Mary Langridge 
Richard Langridge 
Hilary Shorter 
Robert Shorter     

 
NEW E-MAIL MEMBERS 
I/we wish to become Members of The Osprey Music Society for the 2016 - 2017 season 
Name(s)   please print or type 
 
 
E-mail address: 
 
Telephone number: 
 
I/we enclose a cheque for ………………………(£10 per person) 
 
 
 
 
Boat of Garten Community Company No: SC224956    Charity No: SCO32531 
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Housing Development Update

By Alison Fielding

Residents will have noticed that considerable progress has 
been made on the Housing Development site since work 
began in June. At the request of the Community Council, 
William Gray Construction has erected a Notice Board beside 
the Car Park at the Community Hall, to provide information 
to residents about progress on the site. This board will be 
updated periodically as progress is made with the various 
stages of construction. 

The Contractors are conscious of the Sustrans bicycle path 
crossing the entrance to the development, commonly used 
by the school children, and have erected additional Health 
and Safety signage and advised all delivery companies of the 
need to be vigilant on entering the site. 

Deliveries will only take place between 9am and 2.30pm, 
having taken school hours into account. Working hours are as 
per the original planning conditions, namely 8am – 6pm on 
Weekdays and 9am -1pm on Saturdays. Later in the season 
there will be a need to use artificial lighting after dusk but 
we have been assured these lights will only be used when 
necessary and targeted onto specific  work, ensuring they do 
not cause disturbance to nearby houses.

Altogether planning approval is for 30 houses plus 2 plots for 
self-build.  The current building contract is for PHASE 1 which 
comprises of the first 21 houses. This includes the 10 houses 
for the ‘affordable housing’ and 11 other homes for private 
sale. Highland Council is part financing the ‘affordable 
sector’.  (Hence the notice on the right hand side of the 
noticeboard.) It is hoped that Phase 1 will be completed 
and ready for handover to Highland Council or for private 
sale by May 2017 after which the contract for Phase 2 
will be awarded. The Contractor is responsible for further 
upgrade work on the sewage system prior to occupation of 
the houses.  A new road entry system will be created at the 
west end of the village following a Traffic Road Order with 
some red road and detailed markings, movement back of 
the 30mph sign and an element of road redesign. Hopefully 
this will help to slow down traffic entering the village.  The 
developer is responsible for replanting trees in the first 10 
metres from the housing boundary line as directed in the 
approved replanting plan. Beyond that the responsibility for 
planting/regeneration of trees falls to Seafield Estate. 

Representatives of Construction Company will be attending 
the meeting of the Community Council to be held on 
Monday 28th November at 7pm at the community hall, by 
which time noticeable progress should have been made on 
site. As always, members of the public are very welcome to 
attend this meeting.

A FITFUL SEA – Remembering HMS Hampshire

On 16th October, the Birsay Drama Group and Friends 
from Orkney will present ‘A Fitful Sea’ in Boat of Garten 
Community Hall – straight to the strath from their recent 
successful performances at the St. Magnus International 
Festival in Orkney earlier this year.

The piece has been commissioned to commemorate the 
sinking of HMS Hampshire on June 5th 2016.  With Lord 
Kitchener on board, the warship was sailing from Orkney 
towards Russia after the Battle of Jutland, when the ship 
struck a German mine, sinking within 15 minutes and with 
the pursuant death of all but 12 crew members.  Several 
conspiracy theories surround the loss of the ship and its 
famous passenger, the Secretary of State for War, but a 
recent dive expedition licensed by the Ministry of Defence, 
in order to record the historic wreck and war grave, has 
suggested that the sinking was indeed caused by a mine 
explosion.

The tale is narrated via words and poems written by Pam 
Beasant from Stromness, with a beautiful melancholy added 
to the script by traditional songs written by Sarah-Jane 
Gibbon, brought up in Harray, and by fiddle music, some 
of which was specially commissioned for the presentation.  
One particular piece, ‘Kitchener’s’, was composed by Kristan 
Harvey from Birsay, who won the BBC Radio Scotland Young 
Traditional Musician of the Year in 2011 and who currently 
performs with Blazin’ Fiddles and Fara.

The evening will lead the audience on a journey through 
time from 5th June 1916 when HMS began her fateful 
journey, through until 1926 with the erection of Kitchener’s 
memorial high above the stormy seas at Marwick Head, 
east of Dounby in Orkney.  The events will unfold through 
eye-witness accounts, the recollections of survivors, the 
Admiralty and local people.  

All the performers hail from Orkney, and Boat of Garten 
community is looking forward to extending them a warm 
welcome when they come to stay and to re-enact their 
performance which proved such a success at the St Magnus 
Festival in June.  Anne & David Goodall were so impressed 
with the performance when they saw it at the St Magnus 
Festival that they determined to bring it to BOG, and asked 
TOMS to help organise and support the visit here – which 
TOMS is delighted to do.
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of this beautiful city. As it was near to the winter solstice, a 
festival was going on. Cusco was the political capital of Incan 
Peru and Machu Picchu the religious capital, both places 
joined by the Urubamba River, flowing through what is 
called the Sacred Valley. We visited another Children’s Home 
in the Scared Valley where we played more football and ate 
more rice, only this time we got to vary our diet by trying Coy 
– that’s Guinea Pig to you and me. We also saw local crafts 
being created like ceramics, met a llama and tried our hands 
bartering at the local markets.

It was an early start for our Machu Picchu day and as the 
train takes you down the Sacred Valley we were wondering 
where we were going. The valley sides were getting steeper 
and steeper and open plains were replaced by forests. After 
zigzagging our way up the valley in an old bus, we arrived. 
It was worth the effort as the whole of the ruins were laid 
out before us in a stunning landscape. It was incredible to 
think that this used to be the centre of civilisation in South 
America and not so surprising that it had remained hidden 
for 400 years considering how difficult it was to get there.

Some of us decided to walk up to the Sun Gate which is 
the ancient entry portal into Machu Picchu. 40 minutes 
struggling uphill in 30 degrees of heat was a real challenge 
and Shona said it was harder work than her Silver D of E. It 
was worth every minute though as the views were incredible 
and the sense of achievement overpowering.

Back in Urubamba we rested up before flying back to Lima. 
Lima has more people in it than the whole of Scotland and 
we had a little time to spend that afternoon walking around 
the centre. I got very excited as we were caught up in an 
earthquake drill, with ambulances, fire engines, evacuated 
buildings and drones flying about. The last part of our trip 
involved visiting our third boy’s home in a city called Ica. 
This city lies at the edge of the Atacama Desert, the driest 
desert in the world and is surrounded by huge sand dunes. 
Although we didn’t have work to do in Ica, we spent a lot of 
time playing with the boys, talking to them and sharing many 
of the gifts which we had collected before we left Scotland.

One of the highlights in Ica was delivering water to slum 
houses at the edge of the city. Many of the poorest people 
in Peru build their houses at the edge of a city when they 
move in search of work. These slum areas often lack the 
basics such as clean water and sanitation. We helped out by 
delivering water to many of the families here. A big water 
truck is supplied by our charity, families come out with their 
buckets and it was our job to fill them up and help them 
take them back to their houses. It was humbling to see how 
some people have to live and we felt a sense of wellbeing by 
helping out. Our final send off from Peru was very poignant. 
We had a farewell meal and danced the night away. We were 
sad to leave our new friends behind.

There are too many people to thank here but we would 
particularly like to thank the pupils, staff & communities 
of the Highlands for supporting our adventure.  
The Big Strathspey Quiz, held in Boat of Garten raised 
funds for this expedition, with £1400 of the money going 
to support orphans in Peru with scholarships.

Peru with Ben Sparham and Grantown Grammar

June 6th 2016 - a date which had been in our minds for 
two and a half years. Since attending a conference in Perth 
in September 2013 run by the Vine Trust and deciding we 
wanted to run our own expedition to Peru, we had been 
preparing for this day. And now it was here. We touched 
down in Lima at 6pm on Monday June 6th after 24 hours 
of travel from Inverness. Some of us were tired, some 
were nervous. Some of us had never travelled so far from 
home but we were all excited. The Vine Trust is a Scottish 
Charity which works with the charity Scripture Union to 
help Peruvian orphan boys. It recruits people to volunteer 
in building and maintaining the five orphanages in Peru and 
in living, working, learning and playing with the boys in their 
homes. It was our aim to do our bit at the orphanages and to 
have an adventure at the same time.

We spent the first four days working at a place called Kusi near 
Huarraz. In this home 40 boys were looked after by house 
parents called Rosa and Anquel. The setting was amazing. 
The homes were at the foot of the highest mountain in 
Peru, Huascaran, in the middle of the Andes Mountains of 
Northern Peru.

 It was our job to help to build a laundry for the community 
as well as improving the environment of the place and 
building benches. The work was hard as the temperature 
was hot, we were working at 9,000ft and tough jobs had to 
be done like carrying heavy adobe bricks to the new house. 
It was good to see things change and improve as we worked. 
It was great to mix with the Orphan boys who ranged in 
age from toddlers to teenagers. We shared meal times with 
them (usually chicken, always rice) and they loved to chat 
and play games and as the time went on, we even got good 
at speaking in Spanish. 

We had some time off from our work duties. We visited the 
site of the old town of Yungay. In 1971 an earthquake caused 
the side of Huascaran mountain to slide down and bury the 
town. We visited the memorial where the town used to be 
– all that remains is a bus sticking up out of the mud and 
some ruined walls. We also visited beautiful lakes up in the 
mountains at a place called Llanganuco.

After finishing at Kusi, we travelled back to Lima. The 12-
hour bus journey wasn’t so bad because it was a real luxury 
bus with food and films and we knew we were heading for 
a hot shower. We were now getting excited also about our 
big tourist visit – the ancient temple at Machu Picchu. To 
get there we flew out to the old Incan capital of Cusco. It 
was incredibly hot as we explored the monuments and ruins 
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directions and do whatever it is Capers do for the rest of the 
day. When they’d gone I was sure it was safe to leave my 
hide for that all important toilet break. 

My satisfaction was not just ‘bathroom’ related but knowing 
I was there, right in the middle of it all, and those elusive 
Capers never knew! Neither did they know my colleague was 
only 1 kilometre away – witnessing a similar spectacle. In 
total we counted 6 males and as many females; a remarkable 
result for a pine plantation of only 450 acres (or so). We’d 
done our jobs well. We hope we get asked back next year.

Allan Bantick also holds the required paper work to monitor 
a Schedule 1 species in these amazing woodlands - Crested 
tits. Allan and Heather have carefully placed 20 nest boxes in 
Deshar woods, all suitable for Crested tits but also any other 
tit species that fancies a ‘des-res’. 

Nesting activity and productivity in these boxes are 
monitored every year. Between April and June Allan and 
Heather visit all boxes on three separate occasions. This year 
I was invited along and can happily report that 5 Crested tit 
chicks successfully fledged from one box. A great result. That 
box will have been just one of several sites in the plantation 
from which new ‘Cresties’ fledged. I witnessed one other 
active nesting site in a dead wood ‘snag’ but have no idea if 
chicks were successfully raised and fledged.  Fingers crossed.

Walking the woods regularly throughout the breeding bird 
season affords lots 
of opportunities to 
see new life emerge. 
Flocks of Crossbill 
families were regular 
companions along 
forest rides and tracks. 
A Greater Spotted 
Woodpecker family 
successfully fledged 
from a tall standing 

deadwood pine, right along the path just a few feet above 
the heads of walkers who passed by, oblivious of frenetic 
feeding activity and frantically calling chicks. But best for 
me was witnessing the steady progress of a big eyed, grey 
feathered (and very fluffy) buzzard chick which successfully 
fledged late July. 

Deshar is remarkable. It punches well above its weight in 
balancing recreation commerce and biodiversity, all within 
a relatively small foot print. Habitats that are abundant in 
food and a safe refuge are key for all species – irrespective 
– especially during the breeding season. Blaeberry is 
a vital food source for many species which makes it a 
biodiversity index plant - the more blaeberry, the more 
species- diverse a habitat is, and blaeberry this year has 
been outstanding. Since felling operations four years ago, 
blaeberry has increased in range and abundance year on 
year in Deshar. The woods remain a safe refuge for wildlife, 
mainly because the majority of people who access Deshar 
understand their responsibilities. As visitors to it, we are 
merely passing through this important habitat, that for the 
wildlife they call ‘home’. Thank you all for playing your part.  
Here’s to another successful breeding season in 2017. 

Ranger reflections: spring and summer in Deshar 2016

I seem to remember the spring season starting fine and 
dry, although there was a late flurry of snow April 25th. 
How do I remember this? Because I crawled out of my hide 
deep in Deshar Woods at 5.30am and was engulfed by an 
approaching blizzard – all part of the magic of watching 
lekking Capercaillie at dawn. Capercaillie are afforded the 
highest protection under the Wildlife and Countryside Act. 
So a license is required to monitor a Schedule 1 bird at its 
lek - a privilege afforded to a fortunate few. This year I was 
one of them. 

The forest is an enchanting place to be at any time of day, but 
late at night and early in the morning its extra special. Light 
levels between dusk and dawn at this time of year change 
imperceptibly but what is different at each end of the day 
are noise levels. Robins are the last and first to sing their 
refrain in a prelude to a dawn chorus, but between March 
and April it’s a Capercaillie that heralds these times of day, 
not the Robin.  

My Capers arrived around 9pm when it was still light. I had 
a great view of all three males which surrounded my hide. 
Capers are large grouse and descend noisily. One nearly 
clipped the top of my hide – making it rock with the updraft 
of its wing beats! They didn’t notice the hide in which I 
was tucked, motionless and already wrapped in sleeping 
and bivvy bags. They started popping and clucking almost 
immediately, calling out to mark each other’s position. A half 
hour of strutting about preceded their flit upwards into the 
larger Scots pines to roost. 

As the light dimed and everything suddenly fell silent I lost 
sight of them. Night descended and I was optimistic for sleep, 
but I found it hard to find a comfy spot on a lumpy forest 
floor, and as hides are suited for sitting not lying, my feet had 
to find their place outside the tent..I must have slept ... a bit 
... because I was suddenly aware lekking had started when 
my attention was still focussed on the back of my eye-lids. 
It was 3am. The lumpy terrain rendered the birds invisible 
but the direction of their calls made it easy to locate their 
position and numbers - three males and 1 female (heard, not 
seen). Female Capers come in to watch the rumpus and as 
long as they are in the vicinity, the males put on their show; 
which in this case was more of the same behaviour from the 
previous evening – clucking and popping, an occasional hiss, 
a great deal of strutting and standing about and a fair bit of 
tail fanning. I suppose if they don’t have to expend a great 
deal of energy flutter jumping or embarking on flight attacks, 
why should they? 

Sitting as still as stone for two hours (or so) watching males 
impress females unabated, was hard. It wasn’t just the cold, 
the damp and cramp inducing conditions that competed 
for my attention, but my rapidly extending bladder. I hadn’t 
been to the loo for over 9 hours!! At around 5am (when 
Robins are in full song) something in a Caper’s collective 
psychology kicks in. In Deshar at that time, their focus turns 
from lekking to finding a blaeberry breakfast. Well that’s 
what it looked like from my vantage point, but actually it’s 
because females have decided to leave the lek in search of 
food. Having seen enough, hens saunter off, which makes 
the males calm down and they in turn wander off in various 
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Jazz in the Village

In June, we welcomed back Dom-
inic and Ian as they brought their 
Jazz in the Village tour to Boat of 
Garten. The duo told  
stories of performing in the old Vil-
lage Hall quite a few years ago, and 
their fond memories of both their 
concert and the warm welcome 
they were given by their hosts, Iain 
and Sue Murray, down at the Mill. 

This time, they played an intimate 
session for an audience of around 
20, with Ian on soprano and tenor 
saxophones and Dominic on piano. 
Tables were lined, candles were 
lit, and the wine was poured. The 
scene was set, ready for an evening 
of sophisticated jazz in comfortable 
surroundings. 

Let’s Get Married

We love a local wedding, and this year we’ve had two so far. Both have trans-
formed the Hall in totally different ways. We thought we’d share a few pictures 
with you. 

Congratulations to Claire & Keith Clark, who married in April and have set up home 
in Boat of Garten. And to Brian and Debbie Mcintosh, of Debbie’s Barbours fame in 
Grantown. 

Aly Bain & Phil Cunningham (TOMS)
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SWRI

Our thanks go to Britt for being our President for five years. 
Usually we change after three years so she is having a well-
earned rest from the job and Shirley Paul has taken over with 
Kathryn Gillings as Vice President. The rest of the committee 
remains the same. 

In May we had a very enjoyable Pot Luck supper at Knock of 
Drumuillie, lots of good things to eat and lots of happy chat. 
£100 of the money we made serving teas at the Village Fair/
Pirates Day will be given to the fund for a new Defibrillator. 
The Committee has been busy arranging our programme for 
next session. We have decided to extend our season to June 
next summer so our A.G.M. will be in May.

Our programme is…

September 19th at 7.30 Mairi Gilles demonstrating massage

October 17th at 7.30 A talk about the Aviemore food bank

November 15th (TUESDAY) at 7.30 Steve Goodall will talk 
about the development of Boat of Garten

November 19th 10.30 to 12.00 Coffee Morning at CULVARDIE 
for our own funds and charity

December there will be a Federation meeting in Inverness 
and a Group Christmas Lunch

December 12th at 7.30 our own Christmas Party to which 
we have invited the Guild

January 16th at 2.30 Jackie Wilson will tell us about Wateraid.

February 20th at 2.30 Aileen Fox on Wildlife Gardening

March 20th at 7.30 Britt and Mike Taylor on Butterflies and 
Moths of Downunder

April17th at 7.30 Carolyn Carrot will demonstrate Crafts

May 15th at 7.30 Kathryn Gillings on Fostering

June 19th at 6.00 a Pot Luck Supper at Knock of Drumuillie

Venue: Morton Fraser, QuarterMile - Edinburgh

This Scottish Budget briefing by The Fraser of Allander Institute will analyse the health of Scotland’s public finances and set out the 
tax and spending options open to the Cabinet Secretary for Finance as the Scottish Government prepares for its Budget later in the 
year - the first under its major new fiscal powers.

The event will be a key opportunity to assess the implications for Scotland’s public finances of the recent vote by the UK to leave the 
European Union.

The briefing will be followed by a Q&A session with a panel of experts from across the Scottish policy and business community. 

Book your place at www.mackayhannah.com, call our office on 0131 556 1500, book via email: fpringle@mackayhannah.com

Christmas is Coming.....and so 
is our Winter edition of the BOG 

Standard!

If you are one of the villages many children we would 
love you to draw and send in some wintery pictures 

you’ve for the front cover!
email to: coppergreen@outlook.com
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The Gardening Doctor

Do you suffer from PLUMBAGO
Is your back a little sore?

Or perhaps it’s PYRACANTHUS
Which you caught in Singapore?

You’ve a nasty little HOSTA
Which I think I’ll have to lance

And I notice your SPIREA
Has been leading you a dance!

Are you getting quite forgetful?
Is NEMESIA the cause?

Does your ANTIRRHINUM pain you?
When you’re walking out of doors?
You’ve had SKIMMIA RUBELLA

I can see that by your nose
And CORNUS CAPITOSA

Has played havoc with your toes!
How is your VIBURNUM TINUS?
Have you lost your sense of smell?

Use a SYRINGA REFLEXA
That should help to make it well.

I’m afraid your MACROCARPUS
Isn’t really up to scratch
And do avoid NIGELLA

It’s a nasty thing to catch!
Still I think you’re doing nicely

Watch the QUERCUS in your knees
Take your BERBERIS twice nightly –

Cheerio! Next patient please!

The Community Garden held a plant sale at the end 
of May. Luckily they raised £294.81 in about an hour 

before the heavens opened and torrential rain sent the 
crowd running home. Clearly some folk  wanted to buy a 

plant very badly and stayed out in the storm!!

The Boat Hotel provided lovely cakes and biscuits at the 
Plant Sale. This was much appreciated .

Boat of Garten Bowlers



Termatech, Dovre, ACR, Di Lusso, Lotus and Nordpeis as 
well as wood pellet, woodchip and log boilers suitable 
for properties of all sizes. Our outdoor living partner is 
Fonteyn and Hydropool, offering a large selection of hot 
tubs and swim spas. Providing solutions for the private and 
commercial markets is our main focus; our expert team of 
engineers is always willing to help.

Two companies have chosen us to showcase their products, 
soft and hard wood flooring will also be available from our 
network of craftsmen.

We are in a fortunate situation where we can create a 
destination shopping experience by having a vibrant 
and modern café on a mezzanine level in our showroom, 
offering freshly cooked food and using local ingredients to 
satisfy your taste buds.

Our aim is to grow and develop our business further by 
having new additions and features to the showroom. In 
April 2016 we announced the opening of our Kingussie 
showroom; in October 2016 we are moving to our brand 
new showroom; hopefully by January 2017 we will be 
able to supply designer flues and stoves to the trade. The 
possibilities are endless.

We would like to invite you to our brand new showroom for 
inspiration or even for an afternoon tea.

1 Dalfaber Industrial Estate, Aviemore, Inverness-shire, 
PH22 1ST

Mobile: +44 (0) 7497 786 454

Office: +44 (0) 1479 812 433

 

“The magic thing about home is that it feels good to leave, 
and it feels even better to come back.”

Have you ever had this feeling? We know what it feels like 
when you kick off your shoes and you jump into “your spot”.  
Put on something cosy, pour a glass of wine or mix up a G&T; 
a few logs on the fire or a soothing message in your hot tub 
perhaps.

Whenever, if you are renovating or building a new house, 
we are here to inspire you by helping find your dream 
accessories, which will make your house a home.

Nowadays, with a busy life and work schedule, it is very 
important to be able to switch off, recharge your “batteries”, 
to be motivated and be prepared for whatever life throws 
at you. 

We know how important it is to feel secure and relaxed in 
your home.

Our aim was to create a ‘one-stop-shop’ for creating your 
ultimate dream home. We take great pride in sourcing the 
best products to perfectly complement your lifestyle and 
property – from log-burning stoves to hot tubs, including 
outdoor and indoor furniture and furnishing accessories. 

We are currently moving into our brand new showroom 
(luckily we have outgrown the old one), which will have 
over 400 square meters of showroom space where we can 
showcase a large selection of log-burning stoves, hot tubs, 
and indoor-and-outdoor living accessories. Most of our log-
burners will be live appliances to see and feel the flames 
and the heat. Private wet testing facilities are provided to 
enjoy relaxation in one of our hot tubs.

On offer are hundreds of styles of stoves – both traditional 
and modern – available from more than twenty top 
brands including Stovax, Burley, Esse, Varde Ovne, Aduro, 


